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1. INTRODUCTION
The nature of the interface

between

two fluids has been the subject of extensive

for over two centuries.

Young,

the interface

two fluids to be represented

between

with physical
on static

properties

or mechanical

such as density,
as capillaxity

(1876)

a rapid but smooth
introduced

equilibrium

it was assumed

discontinuous

at the interface

were represented

for the equilibrium

contact

R_yleigh

transition

has a non-zero

(1892),

of physical
surface

thickness

principles.

based on his equation

Physical

between

thermodynamics

(i.e. it is diffuse)

of interfaces.

gradient

is approached.

and

who provide

references

The notion
interlace

between

models

of the

and capillary

and the use of a capillary

two fluids and the forces

the topics under consideration
interlace

discussions

to the early work on interfacial

of a dii_use interface

excess

in detail

by

of the

of the interface
Korteweg

(1901)

law for the capillary stress tensor in terms of the

and we turn the reader to the work of Rowlinson

complete

Gibbs

The idea that

van der Waals gave a theory

These original ideas have been developed

thorough

represented

theories for the interlace

over the past century
(1989),

Poisson

and sud_ce

was further developed

who proposed

equation

the bulk fluid values.

of state and used it to predict the thickness

built on these ideas to propose a constitutive

Widom

actually

such

imposed

times curvature).

(a 'surface of discontinuity')

In particular,

processes

conditions

that the interface

quantities

quantities,

angle or the Young-Laplace

which he showed became infinite as the critical temperature

density and its spatial gradients.

physical

by boundary

to surface tension

recognized

and van der Waals (1893)

on thermodynamic

interface

and Gibbs (1876)

endowed

which were ba_ed

that

across the interface.

in order to develop the equilibrium

the interface

based

arguments,

the notion of a dividing

quantities

of zero thickness

In these investigations,

the jump in pressure across an interface

(1831), Maxwell

as a surface

such as surface tension.

there (e.g. Young's equation
relating

Laplace and Gauss, in the early part of the 1800's, considered

were, in general,

occurring

investigation

aHociated

in the present paper.

which fully couple these notions
-1-

further and refined

(1979) and Rowlinson

historical

perspectives

and

phenomena.
stress

tensor

to model the

with it are of central importance

to

Our focus here is on the use of dit}useinto a hydrodynamic

description.

Such

P
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models

have

been used to understand

near a fluid's critical
have

stimulated

putation

a recent

hydrodynamic

physical

phenomena

that occur

computing

technology

_md hydrodynamic

developments

in modern

r.-surgence in the use of the diffuse-interface

breakup

with complex

and coalescence

interface

morphologdes

and the highly nonlinear

models

for the com-

and topological
development

changes,
of classical

instabilities.

In the classical

fluid mechanical

as a free boundary

properties

by boundary

of the interface.

(Lamb 1932, Batchdor
Specifically,

approach,

to the interfacial

conditions

tension,

boundary

results

of motion

fluids is

which hold in

which involve

in a free-boundary

problem

that the interface

a stress balance

has associ-

at the interface

gives rise

condition

#.al_+ =
which relates the jump in the stress

acroas

(1)

the interface

cr is the stress tensor, _ is the unit vector normal
(here assumed
interface

to be constant)

between

fluids is impermeable

where 17 represents

the velocity

Finally, for viscous

fluids, there is continuity

-y is the surface

signed curvature.

Here
tension

In addition,

in which case conservation

an

of mass

The free-boundary

= v,,,

of the fluid and g_ is the normal

[_-

however

curvature.

gives that

= ,7,

uations,

to the interfacial

to the interface,

and g is the appropriately

two immiscible

across the interface

the

& Reid 1981, Davis 1983).

it is assumed

which on applying

two immiscible

at the free surface

1967, Lighthi11 1978, Drazin
formulation

between

The equations

Th;s formulation

in the free-boundary

ated with it a surface

the interface

which evolves in time.

each fluid are supplemented
physical

April 1995

Additionally,

of flows associated

such as droplet

modeled

point.
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description

of tangential

velocity

velocity

of the interface.

across the interface

(,_. ,_),_]1+ =0.

(3)

has been a very successful

there are also important

instances
-2-

model in a wide range of sit-

where it breaks down.

In short,

as a

r)
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physicalmodel itbreaks down when the interracial
thicknessiscomparable to thelengthscale
of the phenomena being examined. For example, (i)in a near-critical
fluidthe thicknessof
the interface
divergesatthe critical
point (Stanley1971)and consequentlytherepresentation
ofthe interface
as a boundary ofzerothicknessmay no longerbe appropriate,
(ii)
the motion
ofa contactlinealong a solidsu_ace involvesa detailedconsideration
ofthe fluidmotion in
thevicinity
ofthe contactline,
and may requirethe treatmentof lengthscalescomparable to
that of the interface
thickness,
and (iii)
the free-boundarydescription
may not be adequate
forsituations
involvingchanges in the topologyof the interface
(e.g.
the breakup of a liquid
droplet),
sincethese processes_ndamentM1y

involvephysicalmechanisms actingon length

scalescomparable to the interface
thickness.In additionto the above situations,
another
difficulty
associatedwith the free-boundaryformulationarisesin _tsuse in computational
settingswhen the freeboundary shape becomes complicatedor seLf-intersecting.
Diffuse-interface
models providean alternative
description
in thefaceof thesedifficulties.
Quantitieswhich in the free-boundaryformulationarelocalized
to the interfacial
su_ace are
recognizedto be distributed
throughout the interracial
region.For example, surfacetension
in the classical
model isa representation
of a distributed
stresswithinthe interfacial
region.
In thisspirit
a continuum theoryof the interface
may be developedwhere the reversible
part
of the stresstensor,C, that isassociatedwith surfacetensionisexpressedin itssimplest
form

as

z-vp®v,o,

pv'p+ lVpl'

(4)

where p isthe fluiddensityand the components of the outerproduct Vp ® Vp are givenby
(Sp/cgz_)(Sp/Sz#).
The existenceof such a stresstensor,often calledthe capillary
tensor,
was firstdescribedby Korteweg (1901). The derivatives
of the densitythat appear in the
stresstensorarisefrom the non-localinteraction
of the moleculeswithin the interface.
In
this situation,
the densityp is the variablewhich distinguishes
the bulk fluidsand the
interveninginterface.In thisrole,it isknown as the order parameter. In contrast,for a
binaryfluidundergoing spinodaldecomposition,the compositionc naturallyplaysthe role
of an order parameter (Cahn dE Billiard1958).Alternatively
itispossiblethat neitherthe
-3-
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density

or the composition

the case in solidification
to introduce
phases.

an alternative

smooth

a mathematical

order parameter,

variation

dendritic

distinct

in many

and Ostwald ripening

constant

instances.

_mplicated

in which the interracial

critical
and

developments

models

miscible

problem

the

models

as

and

has

of solidification

such as tho_

et al 1993, Warren & Boettinger

is an inteffacial

to the free-boundary

changes.

pre_Lt

1995)

width which is characterized
By considering

to the macroscopic

the applications

limit analyses,

by the

the asymptotic

limit

length scale associated

limit)

the diffuse-interface

problem.

the diffuse-interface

theory of a single-component

for equilibrium

addressed

with this model.

fluid near its

and nonequilibrium
In Section

situations

3 we review

the

fluid. In Section 4 we discuss related topics including

computational

methods

for fluid interfaces

and models

of

fluids.

2. A SINGLE-COMPONENT
Diffuse-interface
perspective

of critical phenomena.

With

diffuse-interface

FLUID

models of a single-component

with the critical
point.

phase-field

of the two bulk fluids (i.e. the sharp-interface

of these ideas for a binary

the sharp-interface

of the free-boundary

1993, Wheeler

Here we discuss developments

also review

Here it is possible

phase field $, to characterize

interfacia I structures

width is small compared

2 we formulate

point.

such is

The phase field can be regarded

In particular,

length scale over which the order parameter

model can be related

order parameter;

(Warren & Murray 1996).

in diffuse_intedace

In Section

region.

realistic

April 1995

values in each bulk phase and undergoes

allows a reformulation

growth (Kobayashi

with the motion

or convenient

the so-called

in the interracial

device that

have been used to comput_

Inherent

may be an appropriate

assumes

been used successfully

during

IN FLUID MECHANICS

models (e.g. CaginaIp 1985, 1986, Langer 1986).

The phase-field

rapid but

METHODS

point,

they

this in mind,

fluid have been developed

largely from

While they have been used to study phenomena

have also been
we shall review

applied

to situations

in this section

models of a single-component

fluid.
-4-

away

the

associated

from the critical

the ideas and applications

of
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Eq¢ilibri_ra
We begin by first considering

the equilibrium

We assume

fluid near its critical point has associated

that an isothermal

free energy functional

where V is a control volume,
gradient energy coefficient

respect

contributes
energy
context

(assumed

below

to the free energy

coefficient,

mechanics

interactions

& Kirkwood

& Peternelj

The equilibrium

with it the Helmholtz

temperature

and T is the temperature.

and a single-well
with variations

of the interracial

region,

which

The form of the energy density
in which the square

gradient

function,

1958, Yang et al 1976, Bongiorno

1982 and Davis & Scriven
are obtained

above the critical
of the density
defines

and

the surface

can be interpreted

term

with

in the

arises from attractive

of the fluid and in which the gradient energy

to the pair correlation

conditions

density (per unit mass), K is a

to take the form of a double-well

term is associated
excess

(5)

to be constant)

T) is assumed

between the molecules

K, can be related

1950, Bearman

for simplicity

the critical

(Cahn & HiUiard 1958).

long-ranged

Sobrino

f(p, T) is the bulk free energy

The square-gradient

of statistical

fluid.

[M(p,T) + 1KIVpl2] dV,

the term pf/p,

to the density

temperature.

single-component

given by

_- =/v

In a simple model

state of a non-uniform

(e.g. see Irving & Kirkwood
et al 1976, Abraharn 1979, de

1982 for further details).
by minimizing

3r subject

to a constraint

of

constantmass, .M, where

=/vpdv.

(8)

This leadsto the Euler-Ls_range equation

Kv2p- (pf)o
+ = 0,
where A isthe Lagrange multiplierazsociatedwith conservationof mass. We observe that
the integrandof _" as wellas that of the mass constraintare independent of the spatiai
coordinates,Consequently,itfollowsfrom Noether'sTheorem (Goldstein1980) that there
-5-
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conservation
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law given by

(8)

V-T=O,
where T is a second-rank

tensor given by
8£
T=£1-Vp®

(9)

--

a(vp)'
and £ : pf(p,T)+ _rlX7pl2 - _p. Usingthe Euler-Lagramge
equation
Lagrange

multiplier

(7) toeliminatethe

we find that

where p = p=fp has been identified
Using the divergence

theorem,

as the thermodynamic

pressure,

c 4uation (8) may be expressed

see, e.g., Callen (1985).

as

/sT'ariA=O,
where S is the boundary
eralization

to three dimensions

one dimension.
additive

of a control volume

Equations

divergence-free

with unit normal

of the first integral

(8) and (11) suggest

contribution).

reversible

part of the stress tensor.

Blinowski

(1973a,

vector 6.

that T represents

Similar equilibrium

conditions

by Dunn & Serrin (1985)

theories

fluids.

can be found

that consistency

equation

a stress

We show in the next section

of this and related

This is the gen-

of the Euler-Lagrange

1973b) from the point of view of elastic

a variety of aspects
was noted

(11 /

tensor

and later

in the mechanical

The equilibrium
(CMlen

density

1985, Rowlinson

profile

equilibrium

have been
A review

p(z)

and Widom

obtained

1989)

of Aifantis

a smooth

density to the other (in the two phase region) over a length
energy coefficient.

Such an interface

has associated

k_/
-6-

covering

by Korteweg

equation

transition

scale auociated

It

thermodynamics

& Serrin (1983a,

with it a surface

d,.

by

in Davis & Scriven (1982).

using a van der Weals

represents

the

obtained

article

with nonequilibrium

theories

(up to an

that T represents

requires a more specific form for the capillary tensor than that used originally
(1901)

(7) in

from

1983b).
of state
one bulk

with the gradient

energy given by

(12)
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Non-equilibrium
We now pursue
volving

local balances

inclusion
j_,

the non-equilibri,lm
of mass,

of a square-gradient

total momentum,

material

volume

by outlining

linear momentum,

internal

=

[

73

energy functional.

energy, _?, and total

S

=

where _7is the fluid velocity,

with a

(13b)

J,,(,,(_,l_' + p_(_,,)+ _K_lV,l')dr',

(13c)

j"

(13d)

psdV_
(t)

• and j are the internal

energy and entropy per unit mass, and

(internal)

energy coefficient

have for simplicity

neglected

body forces such as gravity.

laws can be expressed

physical

balance

(14a)
(14b)

,la/n(_)m. fidA,

d.f_£ =
d_

fa

d,S
d-t- +

f6 act) _s.C_dA
=

n(t)

(14c)

[_7.rrL.C_-_'z-C_]dA,

fn (t) J"°qV >
- O,

(14d)

of f2(t), rn is the stress tensor, q's and qs are the internal

entropy fluxes, respectively,

and iP'_

in general

is the volumetric

include

both classical

below such that their forms guarantee
Law of Thermodynamics.
(14b)

The associated

Here we

t

=

q'B and _s, which

to be constant.

0,

¢P

is boundary

which we assume

as
d.Ad
dt

Equation

S associated

__/a(,)PffdV'

KE is the gradient

rams.

The total mass,

(13a)

do

by the Second

entropy,

with the

pdV,

=

c=

be specified

consistent

in-

(q

J_

m,

and entropy

procedure

are
A4

where//_(t)

a thermodynamic

energy

energy term in the internal

73, total

fl(t)

situation

states

that

Equation

the change
-7-

entropy

production.

and nonclassical
that

(14a)

The quantities

contributions,

i _'0_ is non-negative,
simply

in total momentum

energy and

represents
is related

shall

as required

conservation

of

to the forces
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on the boundary (again note that we have neglectedbody forces).Equation (14c) states
that the change in totalenergy is relatedto the rateof working done by the forceson the
boundary and alsothe energy fluxthrough the boundary. Equation (14d) statesthat the
change in totalentropy plus the entropylqux through the boundary must be equal to the
entropy production.The definitions
(13)and balancelaws (14)may be manipulated to show
that
T

+

_s+Ks

Vp

.V

+V.

_'s

q'ET KgT

Vp

, (15)

where T isthe reversible
part of the stresstensorgivenby equation(10)with K replacedby
Ks, and we have used the thermodynamic relationship
de --Tds + (p/p2)dp.The following
specifications
ensurethat the entropyproductionispositive
(16a)
-kVT

- Ks

(16b)

Vp,

kVT

=

T

(16c)

'

where k isthe thermal conductivityand I"isthe viscousstresstensorgiven in the standard
manner as I"= _(V._+#(V6+V_'),
elor1967). This prescription
for m

where _/and # arecoef_cients
of viscosity
(e.g.Batchis similarto that postulatedby Korteweg (1901). In

thisformulationit is assumed that the viscosity
and thermal conductivityare,in general,
functionsof the density.We

observe that the energy flux _'8involvesboth the classical

contributioncorrespondingto the FourierLaw forheat conduction(Carslaw& Jaeger1959,
Kittel& Kroemer 1980) and a nonclassical
contribution.
This nonclassical
contribution
was
referredto as 'interstitial
working'by Dunn & Serrin(1985),who alsonoted that there is
no correspondingnonclassical
term in the entropy flux.When

a square-gradient
term isin-

cluded in the definition
fortotalentropy (13d),a nonclassical
entropyfluxarises(e.g.Wang
et al 1993, Wheeler et al 1996, Anderson & McFadden

1996). Using the above forms (16)

forthe stresstensorand fluxesthe localbalance laws may then be writtenas
Dp
D---t-"

-pV.

6,
-8-

(17a)
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V.m,

-

(17b)

Ph7 = v. (kVT)+ (-px +
Ds
pT-_
These

equations

describe

it is necessary
might

of perspectives.

model

which

was

derived

to a molecular

using

included

(1993)

order parameter

(1996,

and invokes

symmetry
to that

mathematically
A detailed
been performed
phue

entropy

transitions,

Antanovskii

principle.
(1976),

1997).

The

(1996)
between

(1996)

above.

of a simplified

begins

to simplify

and rarefaction

waves connecting

stability.

-9-

derived

argument,

could

(1996)

was

a model

which

also

non-conserved
of the model

above is most similar
(1986)

in a more

and

general framework

approach

of rational

but

mechanics.

solutions
states

of the

is similar,

of the dit_se-interface

far-field

to

Anderson

the grazlient dependence

by Ai_ouf and Caflisch (1991), who present numerical
shocks,

(1973)

a derivation

Dunn

& Serrin's

version

was obtained

an additional

outlined

and is given from the viewpo_-t

analysis

principle.

the fluid and a solid boundaxy.

presented

Dunn

model

& Vifials

described

& Serrin (1985),

principles

is described

more rigorous
numerical

by Jasnow

The derivation

Dunn

& Turski

a 'coarse-graining'

work of de Sobrino

and invariance
which

stress tensor

a similar model which also included

by de Sobrino

& McFadden

Jacqmin

from

hydrodynamic

using a mechanical

Langer

model employed

one

by a number of authors

form of the

through

for example,

of state.

was identified

the interaction

and its gradients.

described

tensor

showed,
The

equation

Lagrangian.

description.

to model

derived

based on a maximum

stress

they

model.

a Hamiltonian

a wall potential

Truskinovsky

that

that

situation,

a diffuse-interface

general

the underlying

flow. In order to solve these

and studied

developed

a more

(17d)

In the isothermal

a van der Waals

(1967)

(1970),

with

model

of state.

of the stress tensor

of Felderhof

a diffuse-interface
be related

part

V_7,

nonisothermal

have been developed

Fixman

compatible

+ r:

compressible,

p through

models

in which the reversible
In the

V-(kVT)

an equation

the pressure

This and similar
a variety

viscous,

to supply

specify

-

(17c)

model

has

representing

and analy=e

their

DIFFUSE-INTEI_FACE
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A ppl_catior, s
CKITICAL

POINT

techniques

SCALING

LAWS

have been performed

ature as 'Model

& Halperin

as well as a single-component

SBEAR

relation

have studied the dynamics
by Kawasaki

length

shear flow.
drastically

(1970).

Among
altered

commonly

1977).

of a binary

fluids.

(1979) and Onuki

fluid in a shear flow using a model

the re,me

in which the equilibrium

the length

is that the critical

fluctuations

highly

have identified

with near-critical

exceeds

have also been applied to polymers

the dynamics

Onuki & Kawasaki

of a near-critical

they can become

known in the liter-

Such analyses

associated

FLUIDS

thickness)

their findings
(e.g.

& Halperin

They investigated

(i.e. the interracial

renormalization-group

fluid near its critical point (e.g. Halperin

and scaling relations

FLOWS IN NEAR-CRITICAL

et al (1981)
developed

coefficients

model,

using

1977), which describes

et al 1974, Siggia et al 1976_ and Hohenberg
diver: -nt transport

analysis

on a diffuse-interface

H' (Hohenberg

fluid phase transition

Extensive

anisotropic)

scale associated
of classical

with the

fluids can be

by shear flows.

under shear flows (Helfand

cor-

These

& Predrickson

ideas

1989, Onuki

1989).
CAPILLARY
waves (Pelderhof
1985).

These

c_piii._-j

WAVES

authors

begin

waves by means

capillary

existence

with a diffuse

of a linearized

are examined

waves obtained

1959) is recovered.

Felderhof

model has been used to study capiUary

1970, Turski & Langer 1980, de Sobrino & Peternelj

governing equations

to the

The diffuse-interface

planar interface

theory

from the clusical

These

auth,,rs

of capillary

recognized

the

we.yes (in the context

state.

They

problem

importance

discuss

The linearized

limit and the dispersion

free-boundary

derived the result in _he isothermal

in equilibrium.

about the equilibrium

in the long wavelength

1985 and de Sobrino

relation for

(e.g. Landau & Lifshitz

of an isentropic

of a diffuse-interface

model)

case as well under somewhat

treatment
although

more restrictive

conditions.
MOVING

CONTACT

for an isothermal
diffuse-interface

LINES

viscous
model.

Seppecher

(1996)

flow near a moving

contact

In particular,

established

line e'_ a planar

a uniform distribution

-10-

the governing

of 'double

equations

solid wall using

a

forces' was used to

DIFFUSE-INTEKFACE

describe

the interaction

between

problem

was separated

into three

METHODS

the fluid and the wall.
regions:

an external

line where the classical theory of capillarity
whose dimensions
intermediate

Examples

applies;

the inner and outer regions.

while the flows in the intermediate

contact

lines (e.g. Huh &Scriven

the interracial region.
in the apparent
considered),

and

(1996)

have recently

experimentally
et al, internal

contact-line

by an interface,

the

computations

to mass transfer across

reveal a roughly linear increase

velocity

(no contact-line

gravity

exist.

CRITICAL

experimentally

& McFadden

temperature.
to obtain

model

Anderson

to describe

Xenon by Berg et al (1996).

wave frequencies

(see Dussan

& Mcfadden

internal

were measured

point

The theoretical

development

temperature

hydrodynamic

V.
by

and have

in a near-

been

owing

observed

work of Berg
temperature

where two phases,

of Berg et al consisted

(1997)

containers

both above the critical

separated

of two separate

and another below the critical temperature.

models,

the diffuse-interface

allows for a single model to be applied
In their dit_ruse-intedace
density

waves

In the experimental

and below the critical temperature

a base-state

was

been treated computationally

FLUID

of the fluid near the critical

one above the critical

hysteresis

in the next section.

diffuse-interface

in near-critical

contrast to these classical

of state

as dit[use. This is attributed

numerical

WAVES IN A NEAR
employed

models of

1971, Dussan V. & Davis 1974, Dussan V. 1979) is

problem has also recently

and is described

where a single phase exists

Anderson

and an

are incompressible.

fluid. These internal waves are present in small (centimeter-scale)

models;

line

The flow in the inner region

outer regions

with the general trends observed

to the large compressibility

critical

cannot be neglected;

present in classical continuum

angle with the contact-line

which agrees

INTER_AL

critical

Additionally,

contact

The moving

Jacqmin

region far from the contact

of the density field and flow field in the inner region are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. A

not present when the interface is modeled

1979).

(outer)

the contact-line

an inner region very near the contact

key result of this paper was that the force singularity
moving

April 1995

In this analysis,

are so small that the thickness of the interface

region which matches

is compressible

IN FLUID MECHANICS

profile.

-11-

model,

approach employed

In
by

both above and below the

they use a van der Waals equation

Upon this base-state

they introduce

linear

DIFFUSE-INTERFACE

perturbations

to calculate

the critical
model

temperature.

are compared

DROPLETS
of droplets

favorably

AND

the effects

nucleation,

the

circumstances,
called

into

model

developed

droplet

radius

question.

the

as

and

the

they

mechanical

variation

(e.g. the term

is important.

Based

droplet

surface

radius

tension,

of different
experimental

jet

They

calculations

of viscous,

focus

SPINODAL

temperature

& Kosi_ski

that
droplet

(which

the

ideas,

carefully

which

generalize

and

the critical

Results

the

for the minimal

since,

at

formulation

of a diffuse-interface

to study

nucleation

these

in mechanical

experimentally)
inside
from

is

of spherical

the difference

and

the

is not

outside

the

spatial

density

of the microscopic

bubble

quantities

nucleation

to

of a droplet

at the center

classical

of a droplet

was

radius

is measured

define

work

equilibrium

contribution

which

of this

nucleation

Under

pressures

a (stress)

pV3p)

they

is what

the

et al.

thickness.

droplets

thermodynamic

involves

focus

conditions

1993)

for microscopic

of Berg

investigated

The

and below

the diffuse-interface
results

interracial

for the

(Dell'Isola

OF PLANAR

use

of surface

considered

radius

to the

theory

from

above

1995

such

notions.

as surface

Relationships

radius

are obtained

nucleation

radius

tension
between

using

a number

are compared

with

measurements.

of a planar

effect

_ation

in (10) involving

of state.

INSTABILITIES

phase.

on the n _

pressure

in a way

equations

thickness

between

on these

droplet

1996).

an equilibrium

the

difference

The

et al 1995,

noted

outside

droplet.

Dell'Isola

et al used

work

have

April

both

and theoretical

P :.thors

be comparable

MECHANICS

wave frequency
data

Several

Laplace-Gibbs

in earlier

inside

for temperatures

experimental

may

Dell'Iso|a

pressures
same

and

classical

In particular,

frequencies

NUCLEATION
1974

droplets.

IN FLUID

of the internal

with

of interracial

the

wave

Predictions

(Bhnowski

ascertain

and

internal

METHODS

a van

compressible,
der

on the high
tension

Waals

above

its critical

point

& Zaleski

isothermal

liquid

of state

number

on the stabilization

decomposition

Nadiga

equation

Reynolds

DECOMPOSITION

the spinodal

JETS

regime

to
(Re

(1996)
issuing

studied

in the instability

into

surrounding

characterize
-- 800)

and

its
the

system.

they

investigate

gas
Their
the

of the jet.

IN A PURE

FLUID

of a single-component
to a temperature

-12-

below

Nadiga
fluid

& Zaleski

rapidly

the critical

point.

(1996)

quenched
These

also

from
compu-

a

DIFFUSE-INTE1LFACE

tations

are isothermal

METHODS IN FLUID MECHANICS

and two-dimensional.

effects in the model leads to a predicted

They find that the inclusion

growth rate which is slightly

when the growth is limited by dit['usion.

Numerical

computations

April

1995

of hydrodynamic

enhanced

from the case

show the domain growth

and plots of domain size versus time are presented.

3.

A

BINARY

FLUID

Non-eq'ail_br_um
We now consider

the situation

of a binary

B. We denote the composition
setting the composition

fluid which consists

of con_ponent

A, expressed

plays the role of an order parameter

phases of the fluid and in this way is analogous
models.

A._ we shall see shortly,

the single-component
The governing
be developed

and binary
equations

in a similar

involve square-gradient

manner

=

+V.
where Te is the reversible

the different

to the density

(_'s

in the single-component
of subtle differences

compressible

to those for the single-component

fluid

between

binary

fluid may

case discussed

above but

in the internal energy functional

from the composition

gives that the entropy production

is

: V17

_'gT

(18)

g_
T _-_Vc
Dc
+ _=_'c 1

part of the stress tensor given

A and/_e
ae
/_== ac

an analogous

which distinguishes

there are a number

This procedure

q'c is the mass flux of component

The specification

by c. In this

fluid models.

contributions

(m - To)
T

A and

as a mass fraction,

for the flow of a nonisothermal,

rather than from the density.
_m-ad

however,

of two components

is the generalized

chemical

potential

given by

Ksv2c.
p

of _r_, qm, q's and q'c to ensure

way to the single-component

by

case.
-13-

(20)
positive

entropy

In plu'ticular,

_c -

production
-DV(p./T),

follows

in

where

DIFFUSE-INTE11FACE

D is positive

and represents

composition

METHODS IN FLUID MECHANICS

the diffusion

coe_cient.

Consequently,

April 1995

the equation

for the

is given by

v.
This is well-known
(1961)

and Hilliard

density, velocity
given above

Cahn-Hilliard
(1970),

equation,

modified

and temperature

by equations

and the single-component

to account

(energy)

(17).

used to model spinodal
for fluid motion.

(10).

to the density
equation

This is because

p. Second,

(21), whereas

Details

of the

interface

systems.

viscous,

principle,

to identify

Starovoitov

quasi-compressible

similar

to the approach

incompressible

illustrated

the derivation

Although

their derivation

model was extended

Antanovskii

flow.

His derivation

described

of the equations
was given

in a 'potential

form' as well as making

of these two equivalent

& '11"uskinovsky (1997)

balance

for a binary

model based on entropy

production

was based

laws.

a thorough

and paid particular

derived a model for

Jasnow

inviscid,

were discussed

-14-

for

on a maximum

& Vhials

fluid using a Hamiltonian

note of its relation

presented

fluid diffuse-

derived the equations

and the temperature

fluid, the
field varied

who discussed

to the above 'stress

(1996)

formalism.

incompressible

can be found in Jacqmin (1996),

formulations

dis-

fluid case and also

a bi_._y

Gurtin et al (1996)

to the case where the fluid was viscous
account

(17a).

here, hut used virtual work arguments

for an isothermal,

A similar

in contrast

fluid have been

the binary

(1995)

in 7',

Cahn-Hilliard

equation

derived

part of

term appearing

for a binary

(1994)

flow using microforce

slowly in time.

Lowengrub

First, the reversible

by the modified

considered

the forms of the stress tensor and fluxes.

an isothermal,

merits

(1975)

model using a virtual power method.

nonisothermal,
entropy

multi-component

equations

fluid

fluid equations

c is given per unit mass

c is governed

of the governing
Blinowski

governing

the binary

the density p is governed by the continuity

derivation

The equations

of the Laplscian

the order parameter

the order parameter

cussed by a number of authors.
more general

between

are worth mentioning.

the stress tensor 2'c does not contain the counterpart
see. equation

by Calm

are similar to those for a single-component

Two subtl. _ differences

fluid equations

decomposition

the model
form'.

The

in terms of specific applications.
derivation

attention

of the diSuse-interface

to the difference

between

o

DIFFUSE-INTERFACE

compressible
the

and quasi-incompressible

case where th-. fluid density

may have different densities
(V- 17_t 0), resulting
authors

METHODS

argued that

namic description

fluids.
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The quasi-incompressible

is independent

of the pressure.

situation

However,

in an expansion

or contraction

by the transport

equations

FLOWS

Antanovsldi

non-solenoidal

flow upon phase transformation.

of quasi-incompressibility,

is in terms of a Gibbs free energy,

describes

the bulk states

and the flow in the interracial region is in general

within the context

variable determined

April 1995

the appropriate

in which the pressure

rather than

a quantity

These
thermody-

is an independent
determined

thermo-

dynamically.

A pplicat_on_
THERMOCAPILLARY
model to compute

one-dimensional

phases_ characterized
interface

of interracial

layer thickness

investigated

on drops

migration

of droplets

the dependence

random

of its velocity

in which two droplets

distribution

diffuse

for different

values

Jasnow

the temperature

& Vifials

(1996)
phase.

length.

gradient

gradient.

Gurtin et al (1996) considered

binary fluid.

Their

of the composition,

computations,

show the coarsening
interactions

coalescence

of droplets.

Their

specifically

coalescence

phenomena.

They compute

for coarsening

by a planar

the correlation

on this temperature

that the main effect of the hydrodynamic

predictions,

twe fluid

Their

as a flmction

Also shown is a

coalesce.

DECOMPOSITION

in an isothermal

binmy fluid

of one phase in the surrounding

with radii on the order of ten times

of time and

occurring

Calculations

ratios were presented.

show the motion of the droplet through

SPINODAL

were separated

gradient was imposed.

calculations

sequence

used his nonisothermal

flow in a gap. In this situation,

compositions,

and viscosity

thermocapillary

They focused

thermocapillary

by their different

along which s temperature

(1995)

calculations

by purely diffusive

mechsnimu.

-15-

decomposition

which begin with an initial
process

explicitly.

They note

on this process is the flow-induced
show the flow usociated

the domain (structure)

and find that for long times the growth

spinodal

size, compare

with these
with classical

is faster than the classical

Jasnow

& Vifials (1996)

scaling law

consider

a similar

DIFFUSE-INTERFACE

situation

but

in the

the

bottom).

calculations

MIXING

AND

flow

and

with

shown

equal

passive

values

of stretching
Chella

and

and

and

breaks

the

droplet

actual
case

droplet

where

notation)

AND

model

to a large-deformation

action

with

the solid
angle

CheUa

& Vifials

was

with

an analytical
energy
effect

(1996)

made

smaller

(1996)

binary

flow

wall and

rorresponds
of the

model.

time

(larger)

compute

fluid

does

in a shear
is

is shown

of interracial

associated

with

in the

a

amount
by

4. A number

of breakup

and

In these

by using

interface

calculaticns

initially

surface

the

Further

the breakup

dependent.

of an inviscid

elongated

energy
a larger

droplet

relaxes,

the

di_usion

to plots

showing

calculations,

In addition
evolutions
value

fluid in

are also given.

of D,

the

energy

of

not occur.

Jacqmin

(1996)

also applied

in a two-dimensional
is modeled

using

the interface.

-16-

for that

flow.

in Fig.

The

and

amount

to a decrease

shear

droplets.

velocity

The

solution

calculated

damped

SLOSHING

energy).

are shown

the kinetic

sloshing

incompressible

(surface,

and breakup

the

the

a later

two phases

wall of the container
between

wherein

and

up of the

separate

is strongly

WAVE-BREAKING

a 90 o contact

two

the

rapidly

frame)

a

undergoes

The wrapping

cavity

process,

decreases

frame)

flow.

the

breakup
flow

(middle

in

cell is hottest

planar

isothermal

into

(top

coarsening

number

Jacqmin

apart

(the

fluid

An initially

can be seen in this sequence.

(D in our

the

opposes

of a two-dimensional

a binary

is imposed

1995

displayed

two phases.

shear

in a driven

BREAKUP

results,

in the

events

coei_cient

In the

viscosities

in the surface
way

of

distribution
time

nonuniform

of flow

DROPLET

oscillates

composition

Vifials

coalescence

context

in this

gradient

of an isothermal,

compared

An increase

Their

decomposition

STRETCHING

capillary

and

field.

April

regions.

an imposed

of the

is computed
scalar.

(cooler)

and

spinodal

temperature

show

MECHANICS

temperature

At an intermediate

stretching

under

the

random

INTERFACIAL

densities

to distort

stretching

warmer

interracial

for different

the

their

in the

mixing

an initially
growth.

occur

show

a vertical

domain

frame),

IN FLUID

of a nonuniform
3,

which

Here,

and

(bottom

in Fig.

cell across

coarsening

scales

the effects

time-sequence

rectangular
at

include

METHODS

the dii[use-interface

rectangular

a wall potential

The

two-phase

domain.
associated
fluid

Interwith

in a uniform

DIFFUS_INTERFACE

(vertical)

gravitational

amplitude

field was suLjected

increased

linearly

the two stably stratified
shown

that

lescence

the shape

events

in time.

moving

The motion

of interface

can be seen to occur.

CONTACT

contact

line.

angle associated

is physically

Davis (1974))

issuing from the contact

the diffuse-interface
to the interface
erywhere,

(similar

model

thickness.

density composed

the compositions.

In the compressible

their results that compressibility

4.

RELATED

Sharp-Interface
As noted
point,

begin.

breakup

It is

and coa-

of coalescence

events

is needed

investigated

the fluid motion
of a dynamic

vicinity

near a
contact

of the contact

line.

by Duss-.n V. &

(1997)

considered

equilibrium

the situation

parabolas

case they proceeded

has little

annihi-

they used

size was comparable

case, where the density
symmetric

(and

In particular,

where the droplet

of the spherically
of piecewise

droplet.

nucleation

was uniform ev-

Cshn-Hilliard

to find new analytic
numerically

equation

solutions for

and concluded

e_ect on the interracial structure

from

of the droplet.

TOPICS

Limit

in Section

2, the diffuse-interface

where the interracial

the diffuse-interface
approach

symmetric

an analysis

with a free-energy

and several

between

line region into the displaced fluid.

In the incompressible

they performed

accelerations

to that observed in the experiments

to describe

whose

planar interface

show the existence

& Truskinovsky

spherically

acceleration

phases.

away from the immediate

is a streamline

April 1995

since a high level of accuracy

(1996)

calculations

Also observed

lation) o£ an isothermal,

realistic

Jacqmin

steady

Lowengrub

highly nonlinear

the two coalescing

with the interfac_

NUCLEATION

of th_ initially

It is noted that the prediction

LINES

These

horizontal

once the horizontal

becomes

the draining layer between

MOVING

to an oscillating

phases is computed

may occur more quickly than
to resolve

METHODS IN FLUID MECHANICS

models

asymptotically

thickness
in these

models

approaches
regimes

the free-boundary

may be applied
that of a 'sharp'

may be justified

formulation.

-17-

away from the critical
boundary.

by demonstrating

This is achieved

The use of
that they

by adopting

what

DIFFUSE-INTERFACE
METHODS
is commonly
There

known

as the 'sharp-interface

has been

a significant

to address the sliarp-intefface
free-boundary

problem

which involves

effort in the context

terms

(e.g. Caginalp

classical

interfacial

Here we describe
balance

boundary

equation

considered

stresses.

Consequently,

of the diffuse-interface

conditions

stress

associated

hydrostatic

balance

for a spherical

numerically

tangential

and normal forces when the surface

interface.

More detailed

Anderson

& McFadden

(1996)

these ideas,

interface

model.

KE = eaR.
interfacial
surface

approaches

droplet

Nadiga

in equihbrium.

equation

of the momentum

fluid the special
and the Young-

case has also been
and Zaleski (1996)
recovered
Jasnow

the appropriate

& Truskinovsky

and Vifals

sharp-interface

interface

(1994)_

(1997).
balance

(17b) to

can be derived from the diffusethe thickness

of the interface

by

St defined by the contour of density upon which the

in the limit e _ 0 and define a pillbox enclosing

r = 6 and the bottom

the clas-

by Starovoitov

to the momentum

• measuring

at a fixed point in time in such a way that

at a height

The latter

have been azldressed

at a fluid-fluid

We define a small parameter

region collapses

to recover the
at the interface.

in equilibrium

model accurately

we apply s pillbox argument

We then consider the surface

in

tension was a slowly varying function along the

and Lowengrub

show how the classical stress balance

equation

of the emphasis

model of a binary

di/Tuse-interface

derived from the capillary term in their momentum

analytical

of the

argument.

in equilibrium.

for a liquid

much

a simple reduction

model by Blinowsk_ (1979).

and

results

momentum

model has been

for a fiat interface

interface

that their

sical results for a fiat interface

To illustrate

of solidification

here, which is not present

with the stress balance

jump using a pillbox

for a single-component

also coafirmed

models

to date, is the (vector)

(1995) derived from his _se-interface

cases cf the classical
Laplace

models described

the efforts in this area amd outline

to the interracial

Antanovskii

studied

c_pillary
analyses

1995

1989, Braun et al 1994).

models

distributed

of the sharp-interface

of phase-field

limit and to compare the model to well-known

sohdification

the

April

limit'.

One o_"the key features in the diffuse-interface
in the phase-field

IN FLUID MECHANICS

of the pillbox
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a portion

of this

the top of the pillbox is above the surface
is below

the surface

at a height

r = -6.

DIFFUSE-INTERFACE

METHODS
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April 1995

Here, r isa localcoordinatenormal to the interface.
The key limitin the pillboxargument
is that e << 6 << L where L isan 0(1) lengthscaleassociatedwith the outer flow. In this
limit,the volume of the pillboxbecomes negligible
on the outer scalesbut the variationsin
the density,
which definethe interfacial
region,occur over a regionfullycontainedwithinthe
pillbox.Also in thislimit,the unitnormal vectorson the top and bottom of the pillboxare
and -/t respectively

while the unit normal on the side is given by rh (note

that ,h. ,_ = 0).

We integrate
equation(17b) to obtain

(22)
where we have used (17a) and the factthat
D6
0(_') +V"
Ph-_ =
a---V

(7®_.

(23)

Next, we note that
(24)
where _Tr is the velocity
the pillbox.

of the surface

Sz described

This result follows by translating

above

and S_ denotes

to a frame moving

with the interface

0(_)/o_ = 0(_')/0t' - _. v(_-_ = 0(_-)/0t' - v. (p_ ® _) + _'v.
8(9r")/_'

+ _-'V- 6_ are bounded

and hence do not contribute

zero. We use this and the divergence

theorem

We further

argue that

to the integral

_.

terms

are bounded

over the side surface of the pillbox)

and that

(so that

so that

goes to

(22)

.,,,]ds.

the fluid velocity

of

The terms

as the pillbox volume

to obtain from equation

0=J',

the surface

(25)
they do not contribute

the nonclassical

terms do not

contributeto the upper and lower surfacesof the pillbox(sincee ,_ _) so that

where A is the portion of St within the pillbox.
Vp ,-_ p,_ and V_p -,, p,, to leading

Now, local to the interracial

order. Then _.

-19-

region we have

2' ~ (rh. T. rh)r_ so that

DIFFUSF_INTEI_FACE
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where C is the contour defined by the intersection
increment

of arclength

of Sz and the pillbox surface and dI is the

along C. We next define the scalar

= Fo.

T. )dr,

(2S)

which can be shown to be equal to the excess Kramer's
(Anderson

April 1995

& McFadden

1996).

potential,

that is, the surface

We then apply the surface divergence

theorem

energy

(Weatherburn

1925) which allows us to write

fc "y_dl =/x

[Vs'/-

7 (Vs

where Vs'7 is the surface gradient of -y and Vs'h,
curvature,

"a)_ldA,

the surface

(29)

divergence

of _, is the inteffacia]

)C. This gives

Finally, noting that the area of integration

[_(,_which is the classical

,;,). ,_ - ,_. (-p.r

stress balance

first term on the left-hand

is arbitrary

+ 1")]+ = Vs _' - 7_,_,

at a fluid-fluid

side represents

yields

a jump

interface

(31)

(Delhaye

in the momentum

1974).

Note that the

across the interface

and

is zero when there is no mass flux across the interface.

Other Comp_¢ational
The diffuse-interface

Methods
models

from a more computational
highlight

share

common

point of view.

features

with a number

We outline

several

of methods

developed

of these methods

below and

some of their applications.

The volume

of fluid (VOF)

1996) is a numerical
F, which distinguishes
and evolution

approach

method

(Hirt

& Nichols

to the free-boundary

one fluid from another,

of the free boundary.

This function
-20-

1981, Hyman

problem

is introduced
satisfies

1984, Tsai & Yue

in which an auxiliary

function

in order to identify the shape

DF/Dt

= 0; that is, it is advected

DIFFUSE-INTERFACE

with the flow.

Each computational

which take on a value between
interface.
largest

The normal
local gradient

fractional

volume

conditions

Brackbill

dimensional
example,

In contrast

domain.

can represent

volume

a 'continuum
surface

tension

for incompressible

only in the interracial

region.

of the two-fluid

system

which are built

into the governing

for both

and dynamic

static

surface

however,

wherein

force in the limit of a sharp

equations.

situations:

conforms
mixing

to an imposed

deformation,
equilibrium

_nd liquid reorientation

(i) a static

drop (rod),

Another

(iv) flow induced

(ii)

is a front-tracking

technique

of the interface.

They construct

an indicator

results

allowing

are presented

instability
whereby

tension)

rod
and

the fluid

on the wall, and (v) jet-induced

which employs
function,

(1992a,

a numerically-diffuse

tank

based

to vary smoothly

on the known position

such as density and viscosity.

is also distributed

-21-

through

1992b).

description

this interracial

over this interracial

region.

region

of the

This function

spread out over a small region on the scale of the computational

the fluid properties

force (i.e. surface

by wall-adhesion

and

conditions,

a nonequilibrium

by Unverdi and Tryggvason

interface, which identifies fluid properties

is then artificially

of this

environments.

related approach has been developed

Their approach

(sharp)

angle

in microgravity

which, for

description

of boundary

A number of numerical

contact

three-

interface

allows a single-domain

and does not require the direct application

interfacial

they iden-

over a small but finite

upon which capillary waves move along the surface, (iii) the Rayleigh-Taylor
the associated

free surface

flows. The defining characteristics

This approach

and

at the free boundary.

force' model

spread

shapes

This volume force was related to a 'color' function

density

of the

approach,

boundary

approach,

must still be applied

force are that it gives the correct surface

is nonzero

by the direction

complicated

to the diffuse-interface

force which represents

interfaclal

part of the

like the diffuse-interface

of flows involving

developed

to contain

cells

of the interface in the cell is arranged so that F is the

in the VOF method

et al (1992)

tified a volume

in the cell is determined

of fluid in the cell. The VOF method,
description

April 1995

with it a value of F and those

two bulk values of F are assumed

and the position

changes.

boundary

IN FLUID MECHANICS

cell has associated

to the interface

allows a straightforward
topological

METHODS

mesh size,
The surface

so that

a single-

DIFFUSF-_INTERFACE

domain

approach

can be used to calculate

interface

is advected.

multiple

bubble motion

and interaction

instability

tion in three dimensions
head-on

ture is modeled
time.

collision

occurs the drops may later split.

gvason

(1995, 1996)

to describe

method,

the interface

computationally
advantage

see Osher

is represented

analogous

which eliminates
interface.

the need

Within

example,

is represented

of a smoothed

of fluid mechanics

(Sussman

of the interface.

surface

to study

context

tension)

of compressible

incompressible
and topolog/cal
impacting

changes.

a surface.

and

applied

sharp

which is

descriptions.

An

in this formulation,
normal

flows, surface

as a distributed

With this

function

in the directioL

Chang

to interfacial

(1996).

auxiliary

two-fluid

et al 1994,

tension,

force through

et al 1996).

to the
for

the use

The momentum

the flow over the whole domain and the level set function
procedure,

the level set function

Mulder et al (1992) applied

the Rayeigh-Taylor
gas dynamics.

two.dimensional

Here, they applied

and Sethian

remains

resolution

equations

with the flow. After a normalization

the new position

but that when

by Juric and "i_'yg-

used in diffuse-interface

is that the interface

equations are then used to compute
is advected

that has been

as a level set of a smooth

in the momentum

delta-function

always rebound,

& Serbian (1988)

for added numerical

the context

Here, rup.

the two drops at a prescribed

of phase change.

scheme

to the order parameter

of the level set method

with surface tension.

and film boiling.

computational

is the level set method,

interac-

used this approach

has been extended

flows in the presence

the model to vapor bubble dynamics
successful

This method

(199_b),

and also bubble-bubble

the thin film between

takes place, the drops

rupture

motion

In Unverdi and Tryggvason

Nobari et al (1996) have recently

removing

how the

both two- and three-dimensional

of two viscous liquid droplets

by artificially

highly

(1992a),

are presented.

are computed.

April 1995

This flow then determines

in two and three dimensions

They found that if no rupture

Another

the flow.

In Unverdi and _yggvason

the Rayleigh-Taylor

to compute

METHODS IN FLUID MECHANICS

the level set approach (without

and Kelvin-Helmholtz

Sussman

et al (1994)

determines

instabilities

used this approach

within

the

to model

rising bubbles and falling drops, which show large distortions

They also show two impacting

droplets

as well as a single droplet

Chang et al (1996) also applied a level set approach

-22-

for incompressible

DIFFUSE-INTERFACE

fluids to several

topologically

METHODS

complex

flows.
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They presented

computations

fluid bubbles of equal density and also two merging fluid bubbles
they investigated

the Rzyleigh-Taylor

of fluid and show calculations

Miscible

of the subsequent

tions are

similar

(i.e. Korteweg
between

motionless,

Further,

vertical

column

vortex sheet roll-up phenomena.

in many

stresses)

ways to those

in the above section
equations
standard

to account
equation,

the evolution

the composition,

governing

sition and temperature
unchanged

liquid exhibit

by pressure

for the gradient

stresses,

rather than the modified
Besides

but is independent

equation,

Catm-Hilliard

the difference

the Navier-Stokes

of the pressure.

variations.

equation

a generalized

is a function

Although

rework the equations

has been analyzed
and identify

and
(or

of compo-

the density

& Truskinovsky

a

governing

given by T.;_eph (1990)

This notion has been carefully

by Joseph (1990)

and

(21), that de-

flow may still be nonsolenoidal

model for a binary fluid by Lowengrub

-23-

equation,

in the equations

that the density

the diffuse-interface

These authors

In the theoretical

the heat (energy)

or temperature

Galdi et al (1991).

He per-

effects; that is, their

3 is that his model described

the aszJociated

model described

fluids.

work in which miscible

on the interface.

due to composition

The theoretical

miscible

and theoretically.

capillary-type

the description

l-Iere it is a_sumed

variations,

fluid stresses
at the interface

between

other experimental

key difference between

fluid,

tension

They are the continuity

that for a binary fluid descr;_.,ri in section
quasi) incompressible

In particular,

sec-

the motion of the fluid are similar to those presented

of the composition.

another

in the preceding

and density gradients

of surface

and highlighted

on binary fluids.

modified
dif_sion

fluids.

with the presence of surface tension

the equations

J_scribed

these ideas both experimentally

rising or falling in another

shapes are consistent
development,

for miscible

fluids lead to the notion

has investigated

liquid droplets

models

that arise due to concentration

two miscible
(1990)

in the d-f_use-interface

formed a number of experiments

scribes

of two merging

of diiTerent density.

of an initially

1995

Fluids

The ideas that are involved

3oseph

instability

April

then is

(V.

_7_ 0)

adopted

into

(1997).
in more

a new solenoidal

detail by
velocity

DIFFUSF__INTEP_FACE
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which is a linear
Associated
original
energy

combination

of the original

with thi_ new velocity

pressure
stability

Korteweg

is a pressure

and the divergence
of a quiescent,

stresses

vertically

B_nard problem with the exception

in the Korteweg

consistent

with that

is strong enough,
An notable
librium)

surface

(unstably)

stress

that the authors

(and

in the capillary

an unconditionally

idea described

stratified

incompressible

fluid in which

This is the analog

of the classical

results depend strongly

on the value of the

on its sign).

When its sign is chosen

in Section

2, and when its effect

two miscible

fluids.

That is, although

surface

tension,

transient

Joseph et al (1996)

for two miscible

or dynamic

surface tension be-

consider this situation

using the model of Joseph

(1990)

decays in time like t -1/2 and has contributions

the expansion

the rate of change
a similarity
Korteweg

solution

and

with

hydrostatic

is zero).

pressure

growing with time.

composition.

difference

(i.e. due to gravity)

For an initially

a pressure jump associated

of composition

It is found that the
from Korteweg

part) which also involves

For a plane mixing front,
is no associated

or

pressure

diffusion

jump

has

due to the

does not lead to a jump in pressure when the curvature

The only pressure

difference

liquids.

(i.e. the nonsolenoidal

they show that there

terms (i.e. surface tension

of the interface

identify

of viscosity

velocity

two miscible

in detail.

of transient

of an initial discontinuity

dynamic

and from

separating

fluids

based on the idea of stresses

surfaces

stresses

and

stable base state is predicted.

during the smoothing

tension

linear

invoke the Boussi-

across plane and spherical
interracial

the

do not immediately

in density or composition,

tension

address

of the

They

stress term described

In this paper, they carry out an analysis
interracial

combination

velocity.

in particular

tween two mixing phases can be studied.

dynamic

gradient.

in the paper by Joseph (1990) is that of a dynamic (or nonequi-

tension between

with gradients

that is a linear

gradients.

it is not clear that one can define an equilibrium
associated

field

They find that the stability

coefficient

field and the concentration

of the original

arise due to composition

nesq approximation.

velocity

April 1995

spherical

droplet

across the mixing
across

the layer

placed in another

front is due to the

since its thickness
(miscible)

fluid they

with two effects: the first is due to the Korteweg

and the second is due to the expansion

velocity

-24-

and is proportional

is

stress

to the rate of change of

DIFFUSE-INTERFACE
METHODS
viscosity

with composition.

The latter

viscosity

depends on the composition.

IN FLUID MECHANICS

April 1995

term can take on either sign, depending

on how the

5. SUMMARY
We have reviewed the development
component
netic

and binary fluids.

theory, mechanical

alternative

approach

used successfully
concert

morphologies

These

theories,

models

and topological

have foundations

hydrodynamic

in many applications.

associated

of diffuse-interface

and nonequilibrium

to the classical

with other theoretical

namic phenomena

and application

in statistical

thermodynamics.
free-boundary

They should continue

and experimental

models for both singlemechanics,
They

problem

provide

an

and have been

to play an important

efforts, in the understanding

with critical fluids and other flows involving

ki-

role, in

of hydrody-

complex

interface

changes.
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Figure 1: Moving contact line: This figure shows the constant density contours
in the inner region. The frame of reference is fixed on the contact line region
so that the bottom plate moves from left to right at an imposed velocity. In
this cue the imposed static contact angle at the wall is approximately
54 °
while the dynamic contact angle (away from the immediate
vicinity of the
contact line) is approximately
125 °. The parameter
values consistent with the
notation liven in Seppecher
(1996) are R = 20, u,_ = 2, K = 10, g = -0.3,
and Ca = 40 x 10 -3. (This figure was provided by P. Seppecher).
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Figure 2: Moving contact line: This figure shows the streamlines in the inner
region associated with the density contours shown in Fig. 1. The frame of
reference is fixed on the contact line region so that the bottom plate moves from
left to right at an imposed velocity. (This figure was provided by P. Seppecher).
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Figure 3: Spinodal decomposition:
This time sequence (top to bottom) shows
spinodal decomposition
of a binary fluid in a rectangular cell across which is
imposed a vertical temperature
gradient (the cell is hottest at the bottom).
The composition is indicated in greyscale. These computations
show the system evolving from an initially random composition
dis*_ribution in the top
frame, to one in the bottom frame where the domain structure size varies with
the temperature.

(This figure was provided
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by D. Jasnow and J. ViSals).
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Figure 4: Flow in a driven cavity: This time sequence (across the top, left
to right and across the bottom, left to right) shows the order parameter (in
greyscale) representing the binary fluid composition.
The flow is set up by
an imposed velocity (left to right) on the bottom surface of the cavity. The
densities and viscosities of both phases are equal. (This/_gure
was provided
by R.. Chella and J. Viials).
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